Abstract: Growing evidence suggests that Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) involves abnormalities of multiple functional networks. Neuroimaging studies of ASD have therefore increasingly focused on connectivity. Many functional connectivity (fcMRI) studies have reported network underconnectivity in children and adults with ASD. However, there are notable inconsistencies, with some studies reporting overconnectivity. A previous literature survey suggested that a few methodological factors play a crucial role in differential fcMRI outcomes. Using three ASD data sets (two task-related, one resting state) from 54 ASD and 51 typically developing (TD) participants (ages 9-18 years), we examined the impact of four methodological factors: type of pipeline (co-activation vs. intrinsic analysis, related to temporal filtering and removal of task-related effects), seed selection, field of view (whole brain vs. limited ROIs), and dataset. Significant effects were found for type of pipeline, field of view, and dataset. Notably, for each dataset results ranging from robust underconnectivity to robust overconnectivity were detected, depending on the type of pipeline, with intrinsic fcMRI analyses (low bandpass filter and task regressor) predominantly yielding overconnectivity in ASD, but co-activation analyses (no low bandpass filter or task removal) mostly generating underconnectivity findings. These results suggest that methodological variables have dramatic impact on group differences reported in fcMRI studies. Improved awareness of their implications appears indispensible in fcMRI studies when inferences about "underconnectivity" or "overconnectivity" in ASD are made. In the absence of a gold standard for functional connectivity, the combination of different methodological approaches promises a more comprehensive understanding of connectivity in ASD. 
INTRODUCTION
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a highly prevalent developmental disorder characterized by communication and social interaction deficits, along with repetitive and restrictive behaviors [DSM-IV-TR, 2000] . While the causes of ASD remain unclear today, there is some consensus of genetic risk factors specifically affecting neural circuit formation [Eapen, 2011; Toro et al., 2010] . Growing evidence also suggests that ASD is not a localized brain disorder, but a disorder involving multiple functional networks [M€ uller, 2007; Rippon et al., 2007; Vissers et al., 2012; Wass, 2011] . Therefore, increasing focus in ASD research has been directed towards the study of functional and anatomical brain connectivity in the search for biomarkers. The need for connectivity studies is further supported by findings of overgrowth Hazlett et al., 2011] and atypical microstructure [Weinstein et al., 2011; Wolff et al., 2012] of white matter in infants and toddlers with ASD.
Early studies of functional connectivity in ASD using positron emission tomography [Castelli et al., 2002; Horwitz et al., 1988] were hampered by this technique's virtual absence of temporal resolution. With the broad availability of functional MRI and its improved temporal resolution, more recently the number of functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI) studies of ASD has grown rapidly. Like conventional fMRI, fcMRI relies on the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal, which indirectly reflects neuronal activity [Logothetis and Pfeuffer, 2004] . Whereas conventional fMRI models the variance of BOLD time series with respect to task designs, fcMRI detects interregional cross-correlations of the BOLD signal [Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and Raichle, 2007] . Correlations in the lowfrequency domain [c. 0.1 > f > 0.01 Hz; Cordes et al., 2001 ] are thought to reflect network-specific fluctuations in local field potentials [Leopold et al., 2003; Sch€ olvinck et al., 2010] . This fcMRI approach with focus on spontaneous, low-frequency BOLD fluctuations is commonly called intrinsic fcMRI [Van Dijk et al., 2010] and has been successfully implemented in studies of numerous networks, such as motor [Biswal et al., 1995; Jiang et al., 2004] , visual [Cordes et al., 2000; Lowe et al., 1998; Nir et al., 2006] , language [Hampson et al., 2002] , reading [Koyama et al., 2011] , working memory [Lowe et al., 2000] , task control Seeley et al., 2007] , default mode [Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2003 ], or attention [Fox et al., 2006] systems. Although resting state (RS) fMRI data are commonly used for the study of intrinsic functional connectivity, network-specific synchronized low-frequency BOLD fluctuations can also be extracted from fMRI data acquired during task performance, by regressing out the task effects Van Dijk et al., 2010] .
As pointed out by Horwitz [2003] , however, functional connectivity is a loosely defined term both conceptually and methodologically. Interestingly, the ASD literature has been dominated by fcMRI approaches that differ substantially from the intrinsic fcMRI approach that is most common in the non-ASD literature [Cole et al., 2010; Fair et al., 2007; Fox and Raichle, 2007; Sch€ olvinck et al., 2010; Van Dijk et al., 2010] . In a landmark study, Just et al. [2004] proposed an "underconnectivity theory" of ASD based on findings of reduced BOLD synchronization among regions of interest (ROIs) in a sentence comprehension task [see updated review in Just et al., 2012] . Corresponding underconnectivity findings in ASD were subsequently reported in a large number of fcMRI studies for finger movement [Mostofsky et al., 2009] , visuomotor coordination [Villalobos et al., 2005] , face processing [Kleinhans et al., 2008] , verbal working memory [Koshino et al., 2005] , sentence comprehension [Kana et al., 2006] , response inhibition Lee et al., 2009] , embedded figures [Damarla et al., 2010] , problem solving , cognitive control [Solomon et al., 2009] , self-representation [Lombardo et al., 2010] , and tasks tapping into theory of mind [Kana et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2008] . While most of these studies tested for BOLD correlations that included task effects, others followed procedures corresponding to intrinsic fcMRI analysis. Notably, many of these reported findings that were partly Ebisch et al., 2011; Lynch et al., in press; Mizuno et al., 2006; Monk et al., 2009; Rudie et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2006] or completely [Keehn et al., 2013a; Noonan et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2012; Shih et al., 2010 Shih et al., , 2011 inconsistent with the underconnectivity theory.
Given the heterogeneity of the disorder, cohort effects cannot be completely ruled out as a contributor to these inconsistencies. However, the strict adherence of fcMRI studies to consistent diagnostic procedures considered gold standard [Lord et al., 1994 ] makes it likely that methodological factors play a more crucial role in differential fcMRI outcomes. As mentioned, one striking feature of many fcMRI studies on ASD is the inclusion of BOLD variance driven by task performance. This co-activation approach differs from intrinsic fcMRI approaches in the broader fcMRI literature. Jones et al. [2010] examined the effect of task regression in fcMRI analysis and found that underconnectivity findings from co-activation analysis of an ASD dataset, i.e., without task regression (removal of r Nair et al. r r 4036 r task-driven effects), were diminished when task effects were modeled as nuisance regressors in the analyses. While this finding was consistent with a survey of a large number of ASD fcMRI studies by our group [M€ uller et al., 2011] , this survey also showed that an additional finding by Jones and colleagues [2010] , according to which global signal regression was the main factor generating overconnectivity effects in ASD, was not consistent with the bulk of the literature. Instead, results from this survey [M€ uller et al., 2011] , which can be considered the precursor to the present study, highlighted potential methodological factors in addition to task regression, namely temporal filtering, field of view (FOV; i.e., detection of effects in limited ROIs vs. the whole brain), and possibly seed selection.
While the survey identified methodological variables that may be crucial for inconsistencies in the ASD fcMRI literature, it also highlighted the need for further empirical investigation. The current study provides such an investigation by examining the effects of specific methodological variables in fcMRI analysis in systematic and quantitative fashion. Three ASD datasets were used for comparative analyses: two event-related datasets acquired during task performance (one using a visual search [VS] paradigm and the other using the rapid serial visual presentation [RSVP] paradigm [Serences et al., 2005] ), and one resting-state dataset. Based on our previous literature survey [M€ uller et al., 2011] , we hypothesized that methodological choices corresponding to co-activation analysis (without task regression and low bandpass filtering) would tend to yield underconnectivity findings in ASD, especially when effects were examined in activation-based ROIs (rather than across the whole brain), whereas those corresponding to intrinsic fcMRI (with task regression and low bandpass filtering) would tend to yield overconnectivity results. Furthermore, we examined whether the source for seed placement (e.g., activation in TD vs. ASD groups) or the type of dataset (acquired during task performance vs. rest) would affect the pattern of between-group fcMRI findings.
METHODS

Participants
The study included 54 ASD and 51 TD participants. Of these 27 ASD and 24 TD participants were recruited for the VS study. After exclusion for excessive head motion (>1.5 mm), 19 ASD and 19 TD participants, matched for age, handedness, sex, IQ, and head motion, were retained for the VS study. For the RSVP and RS studies, 27 ASD and 27 TD participants were scanned. For the RS study, five ASD and two TD participants were excluded for excessive motion, reducing the sample for this dataset to 21 ASD and 25 age, handedness, and IQ-matched TD participants. An additional two participants, one from each group, were excluded from the RSVP sample due to redgreen color-blindness affecting task performance, reducing the final sample for this study to 20 ASD and 24 age, handedness, and IQ-matched TD participants (Table I) . No significant differences or interactions were detected between groups for errors or response time on the VS task. For the RSVP task, no significant differences between groups were found for response time, but the ASD group made significantly more errors than the TD group (Table I) .
For all three studies, clinical diagnoses were confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) [Rutter et al., 2003] , the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) , and expert clinical judgment according to DSM-IV criteria. Children with ASD-related medical conditions (e.g., Fragile-X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis), and other neurological conditions (e.g., epilepsy, Tourette's Syndrome) were excluded. Participants in the TD group had neither reported personal or family history of ASD nor any reported history of other 
Data Acquisition
All MRI data were acquired on a GE 3T MR750 scanner with an eight-channel head coil. High-resolution structural images were acquired with a standard FSPGR T1-weighted sequence ( Figure 1 and Keehn et al., 2013b] .
For rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), four 6 min functional runs were obtained using a single-shot gradient-recalled, echo-planar pulse sequence consisting of 180 whole-brain volumes (TR: 2000 ms; TE: 30 ms; slice thickness: 3.4 mm; in-plane resolution: 3.4 mm 2 ). Stimuli included three streams of varying numbers presented in four iterations per trial (120 ms per iteration, 480 ms per trial; for details see Supporting Information Figure 2 ). RS data were acquired in one 6:10 min scan using the same protocol as for RSVP. For this scan, participants were asked to keep their eyes fixated on a white cross-hair in the center of a black rear-projection screen, to relax, and to try not to fall asleep.
Preprocessing and Activation Analysis
All data were preprocessed and analyzed using the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages suite [AFNI; Cox, 1996] . The first four time points for each run were discarded to remove effects of signal instability, and slice-time correction was performed. Functional data were coregistered to Talairach space, resampled to isotropic 3 mm voxels, and spatially smoothed to a global full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 5 mm, using AFNI's 3dBlurToFWHM.
VS and RSVP fMRI data were then scaled to a grand signal mean of 100, and concatenated to create a single timeseries. The hemodynamic impulse response function (IRF) for each stimulus type was estimated using a general linear model. Variable-shape IRFs for each stimulus type were estimated using piecewise linear B-spline (tent) basis functions. For RSVP, within-and between-group t-tests were used to assess activation for target-present versus targetabsent trials. For VS, within-and between-group t-tests (LSFG and RSFG) , left and right parahippocampal gyrus (LPAR-HIP and RPAR-HIP)-for low band-pass filtering versus no low-pass filtering. 1/2, significantly higher/lower r value on direct between-group comparison; white solid squares indicate significantly greater connectivity than for comparison pipeline (dashed squares represent significantly reduced connectivity in comparison matrix). B: Correlation matrices from intrinsic FC analysis for each data set and for ROIs derived from Just et al. [2004] : calcarine fissure (CALC), left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (LDLPFC), left inferior extrastriate (LIES), left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG), left intraparietal sulcus (LIPS), and left superior temporal gyrus (LSTG). White squares indicate ROI pairs showing significant main effect of dataset in univariate ANOVA; solid squares represents highest r value, dashed squares medium r value, dotted squares lowest r value. C: Examples of divergent between-group effects for co-activation versus intrinsic pipeline, for VS dataset with seed in left middle occipital gyrus (based on TD activation); for RSVP dataset with seed in left fusiform gyrus (based on TD activation); for RS dataset with seed in posterior cingulate cortex (DMN). Negative x-coordinate indicates sagittal slice through left hemisphere.
r FcMRI Methods in Autism r r 4039 r were used to assess activation for all search trials versus null trials. All statistical maps were corrected for multiple comparisons to a cluster corrected threshold of p < 0.05.
Seed Selection and Regions of Interest
The selection of dataset-specific ROIs served two goals. First, it allowed us to determine whether group bias in seed ROI selection had any effect on functional connectivity findings. In simple terms, the question was whether a seed that was based on activation patterns detected in one group (rather than the other group or both groups combined) would affect the overall pattern of results. Second, selection of ROIs was required for the examination of the field of view variable, to compare effects within a given activationdefined network (e.g., visual search network) to effects detected across the entire brain. As described above, this variable had been found crucial in our precursor study [M€ uller et al., 2011] , as ASD underconnectivity studies were mostly those limited to effects within task-specific networks, whereas studies reporting mixed or overconnectivity findings mostly examined effects across the whole brain.
Five ROIs each were identified for VS and RSVP based on the strongest activation clusters each from three separate one-sample t-tests (for TD group, ASD group, and both groups combined), generating three sets of ROIs: TD-biased, ASD-biased, and combined activation ROIs. These three sets of five ROIs each constituted the restricted FOV for the VS and RSVP datasets. For whole-brain FOV analysis, one seed, corresponding to the cluster of strongest activation, was selected from each set (see Supporting Information Tables I  and III for ROI coordinates). For the resting-state dataset, the restricted FOV was the default mode or task negative network as defined by Fox and colleagues [2005] (see Supporting Information Table III for ROI coordinates), and the primary seed for whole brain FOV analysis was in posterior cingulate cortex. All ROIs had approximately equal volume of c.1,000 ml (30-40 voxels). For each ROI, a 6 mm radius sphere was drawn, centered at the reported coordinates, and voxels falling outside the group grey matter mask were removed. If this removal resulted in an ROI with <30 voxels, the radius was increased until an ROI volume in the target range was identified.
An additional set of ROIs was also used for direct comparison across all three datasets. These ROIs were adopted from the landmark study by Just et al. [2004] , which was the first to report functional underconnectivity in ASD (see Fig. 1 for ROIs). Freesurfer parcels [Desikan et al., 2006; Fischl et al., 2004] corresponding to the regions, for which underconnectivity was reported by Just and colleagues, were trimmed to the size of 30-40 voxels each, to maintain consistency of ROI volumes across all analyses. A seed in LIFG was used as primary seed for whole brain FOV analysis, based on the main activation effect reported in this study for the TD group and the finding of underconnectivity for ROI pairs involving IFG.
FCMRI Data Analysis: Co-activation Versus Intrinsic Pipelines
Preprocessed data were subject to two analysis pipelines. The first pipeline was a co-activation analysis (as described above), with no low-pass filtering (NLP) or task regression. The second pipeline was an intrinsic fcMRI analysis, including low band-pass (LBP) filtering at 0.008 < f < 0.08 Hz (applied to seed time series and all nuisance regressors) and task regression for the two task-related datasets (VS, RSVP) to isolate intrinsic network-specific BOLD fluctuations [Cordes et al., 2001; Lowe et al., 2000] . Orthogonal task regressors for each trial type were used (14 for VS, 9 for RSVP). Task regressors were convolved with a variable hemodynamic response, using AFNI's TENT function. Two different FOVs were applied in each pipeline: network-specific (limited to ROIs) and whole brain. The ROIs adopted from Just et al. [2004] were only implemented for the intrinsic fcMRI pipeline, since no taskactivated data from the original study were available.
For each dataset, the average BOLD time course was extracted from each ROI in each set (as described above). In view of the known impact of head motion on BOLD correlations [Power et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012] , several steps beyond conventional motion correction were taken in the preprocessing and analysis of each dataset to reduce the effects of head motion. Six rigid-body motion parameters estimated from realignment of functional volumes were modeled as nuisance variables and removed with regression. Furthermore, time points with excessive motion (>1.5 mm displacement from one time point to the next) and their two immediate neighbors were censored from statistical analysis. A univariate ANOVA testing for group differences in motion (using the root mean square of displacement) across datasets indicated no main effects for dataset (p 5 0.69) or group (p 5 0.40), and no interaction effect between group and dataset (p 5 0.89). For each dataset, time series from white matter and ventricular masks were also extracted for each participant using Freesurfer [Desikan et al., 2006; Fischl et al., 2004] , trimmed to avoid overlap with grey matter. These time series were entered as nuisance variables in the general linear model testing for BOLD time series correlations between each seed ROI and other voxels in the brain.
Field of View
Analyses were performed either for all voxels across the entire brain or restricted to regions of interest. For ROI analyses (restricted FOV), data were analyzed in two ways: (1) For correlation matrices (presented in Fig. 1A,B) , averaged time courses were extracted from each ROI and correlated against each other in a pairwise fashion. This served as a first-pass approach for summary visualization of differences between co-activation and intrinsic fcMRI pipelines (Fig. 1A,B) . (2) 
Underconnectivity Ratio
For this test of methodological variables, a univariate ANOVA was run using type of dataset, seed selection, type of pipeline (co-activation vs. intrinsic), and field of view as independent variables and an underconnectivity ratio (UR) for each condition as the dependent variable (Table II) . The UR was calculated as: UR 5 U2O U1O , where U and O equal the number of underconnected and overconnected voxels (p < 0.05, uncorrected), respectively, derived from direct betweengroup comparisons. For detailed justification of the selected significance threshold, see Supporting Information (p. 2).
RESULTS
A summary of results is presented in Table II , which lists the number of brain voxels with significant betweengroup findings for each analysis.
Underconnectivity Versus Overconnectivity Results
Using cutoffs as stated in Table II for qualitative labeling of the overall pattern of findings for each analysis (listed in the right most column), we found that 9 of 24 analyses resulted in underconnectivity findings. All nine of these were generated by the co-activation pipeline (no task regressor or low bandpass filter). Among these nine, six were generated by analyses with FOV restricted to activation ROIs. Two of the r FcMRI Methods in Autism r r 4041 r nine resulted from the VS, six from the RSVP, and one from the RS dataset. Conversely, 10 of the 24 analyses resulted in overconnectivity findings. Of these 10, six were generated by the intrinsic FC pipeline (with task regressors and low bandpass filter), and four by the co-activation pipeline. Of the latter, three were generated by analyses with whole-brain FOV. Eight of the 10 resulted from the VS, one from the RSVP, and one from the RS dataset. An additional 5 of 24 analyses resulted in mixed connectivity findings. Four of these five were generated by the taskregressed pipeline with low-pass filter. All five were generated by analyses with whole-brain FOV. Three of the five resulted from the RSVP dataset, and two from the RS dataset.
Individual Methodological Variables
Patterns of results differed for type of dataset, with two under-and eight overconnectivity findings for VS dataset, contrasted by six under-and only one overconnectivity finding for RSVP dataset. Results for RS dataset were overall mixed.
For the ROI selection variable, three of six analyses using seeds based on TD activation yielded underconnectivity, two overconnectivity, and one mixed connectivity findings. For the six analyses using seeds based on ASD activation, four yielded overconnectivity findings, and two underconnectivity findings. For the six analyses using seeds based on combined activation of both groups, three yielded underconnectivity, two overconnectivity, and one mixed connectivity findings.
For the variable co-activation versus intrinsic FC analysis (i.e., task effect and temporal filtering), 6 of 10 analyses for task-related datasets (VS and RSVP) yielded overconnectivity findings for intrinsic FC analysis, while the other four produced mixed connectivity effects. Of the 14 coactivation analyses using no low band-pass filter and task regressors, nine resulted in underconnectivity, four in overconnectivity, and one in mixed connectivity findings. Correlation matrices for all ROI pairings contrasting results from co-activation versus intrinsic FC pipelines, and examples of contrasting findings are shown in Figure 1 .
For the FOV variable, six of seven analyses with FOV restricted to activation ROIs yielded underconnectivity findings, with one yielding overconnectivity findings. Of the 17 analyses using whole-brain FOV, three resulted in underconnectivity findings, nine in overconnectivity finding, and four in mixed connectivity findings.
For the seed in LIFG selected based on Just et al. [2004] , only the intrinsic FC pipeline with whole brain FOV was applied for all three datasets (as task-activated data for sentence comprehension were not available). Two of these analyses yielded overconnectivity, and one mixed findings.
Underconnectivity Ratio
Results from the univariate ANOVA for the UR indicated three main effects (Fig. 2) . We detected a main effect for type of pipeline (temporal filtering/task regression; 
Additional Analyses
Following exclusion for head motion, samples were no longer sex-matched for RSVP and RS datasets and agematched for the RS dataset. Since the main comparisons in this study were between data analysis pipelines for identical datasets, this was unlikely to affect the pattern of results. Nonetheless, we performed secondary analyses for fully sex-and age-matched subsamples. The overall pattern of findings was similar for these subsamples (see Supporting Information Table IV ).
Figure 2.
Underconnectivity ratios averaged across all pipelines (as shown in Table II) for each variable for which main effects were detected in ANOVA. Underconnectivity ratios are higher for co-activation type of analysis and for field of view limited to activation-derived ROIs. Differences related to data set can also be seen, that is, more overconnectivity for VS than for RSVP, with RS falling in the middle. P values are based on main effects from ANOVA. **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.] 
DISCUSSION
The growing fcMRI literature in ASD has been marked by partially inconsistent findings [Vissers et al., 2012] . While cohort effects and heterogeneity within the population may play a role, it has been proposed that much of these inconsistencies may be accounted for by a few methodological variables [Jones et al., 2010; M€ uller et al., 2011 ]. The current study tested the effects of such candidate methodological variables on fcMRI results in systematic and quantitative fashion in three different datasets. Specifically, these methodological variables included type of pipeline (co-activation vs. intrinsic), seed selection, field of view (FOV), and type of dataset. The findings were largely consistent with our hypotheses derived from an earlier literature survey [M€ uller et al., 2011] . Three variables (type of pipeline, FOV, and type of dataset) had significant impact on the overall pattern of findings, which ranged from strong underconnectivity to strong overconnectivity. More specifically, co-activation analyses (without low-pass temporal filters and removal of task effects) were likely to yield underconnectivity findings in ASD, whereas intrinsic FC analyses, which isolated spontaneous BOLD fluctuations through low bandpass filtering and task regression, generated mostly overconnectivity findings. The latter was most pronounced when FC effects were detected across the whole brain, rather than limited to ROIs. Remarkably, for each of our three datasets, competing pipelines generated both strong underconnectivity and strong overconnectivity findings, depending on the mentioned methodological variables. Inspection of FC matrices for network ROIs (Fig. 1A,B) suggests that differential effects across pipelines reflected shifts in the overall distribution of group differences (toward underconnectivity or overconnectivity), rather than complete inversions of effects (e.g., from strong underconnectivity for a given ROI pairing on one analysis to strong overconnectivity on another).
Intrinsic Versus Co-activation FC
As hypothesized, differential data processing along coactivation versus intrinsic FC analysis pipelines had significant effects on the overall pattern of between-group findings, with co-activation yielding mostly underconnectivity and intrinsic FC analysis mostly overconnectivity effects in the ASD group. This highlights the importance of a strict distinction between co-activation and intrinsic FC analyses. Insufficient awareness of this distinction can be considered the major reason for the often stark inconsistencies in the fcMRI literature on ASD and the resulting misperceptions [Hughes, 2007] . As described in the Introduction, intrinsic fcMRI findings are more likely to reflect task-independent network organization. Spontaneous neuronal activity fluctuations are observed at many temporal scales, from the very low frequencies detected in BOLD fMRI to high gamma [>80 Hz, Canolty et al., 2007] , which can only be detected through intracranial recording and possibly in magnetoencephalography [Khan et al., 2013] . Oscillations at different frequencies have been found to be linked in a nesting relationship of cross-frequency coupling, with the phase of lower-frequency oscillations driving amplitude at higher frequencies [Canolty and Knight, 2010] . Specifically relevant to fcMRI is the observation that low-frequency oscillations regulate distributed neuronal networks and are susceptible to environmental entrainment [Canolty and Knight, 2010] . Learning induced changes in network-specific synchronized low-frequency fluctuations have indeed been detected in fcMRI studies [Lewis et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012] . Intrinsic fcMRI, which isolates such distributed and synchronized very-low frequency oscillations, is therefore considered to reflect large-scale Hebbian synaptic changes, providing a window onto fundamental mechanisms of functional network organization [Johnson, 2011] . The finding of partial overconnectivity in ASD from intrinsic fcMRI analyses will be interpreted with regard to its possible neurofunctional relevance further below in the context of field of view.
The mentioned fundamental neurobiological relevance of intrinsic fcMRI does not imply that co-activation analyses, which tend to yield underconnectivity findings-both based on the current study and the broader literature [M€ uller et al., 2011] -are not informative. However, one needs to be aware that findings from the co-activation technique will predominantly reflect the effects of online cognitive and sensorimotor processing. If this processing occurs in a domain of known or suspected cognitive-behavioral impairment, the finding of reduced BOLD correlations is expected. As discussed further below, the inverse is true for domains of relative strength in ASD [Keehn et al., 2013b] .
Field of View
The detection of a significant main effect of FOV has both pragmatic and conceptual implications, although this finding requires some caution, given the small number of voxels entered into the computation of the underconnectivity ratio for several pipelines. Focus on ROIs selected based on their known or expected relevance for a functional domain of interest (e.g., face perception or theory of mind) has been rather common in ASD fcMRI studies because it may be considered to protect from detection of unexpected effects elsewhere in the brain that are hard to interpret. Selective presentation of findings was obvious, for example, in two studies [Agam et al., 2010; Ebisch et al., 2011] , which also showed partial overconnectivity findings in Figures (5 and 2-3, respectively; confirmed by personal communication with authors), but exclusively discussed underconnectivity effects occurring within ROIs. Neglect of unexpected overconnectivity findings is equivalent to the exclusion of empirical "anomalies" in the context of normal science [Kuhn, 1962] -here: the theory of general underconnectivity in ASD-and therefore not surprising. However, such neglect runs the risk of missing crucial features of aberrant network organization in ASD.
A few recent studies have shown some indication of the underlying network characteristics. These studies suggest that network differentiation and specialization, which are emerging features of development in the typical brain [Johnson, 2011] , may be impaired in ASD. Two of these [Rudie et al., 2012; Shih et al., 2011] reported reduced network differentiation in ASD, using seed-based fcMRI analyses. Concordant findings for both functional and anatomical network organization from graph theory were more recently reported by Rudie et al. [2013] . While conceptually related, findings from the two groups differ in important respects. Whereas the studies by Rudie et al. [2012 Rudie et al. [ , 2013 suggest that overconnectivity findings may actually reflect reduced negative connectivity observed in TD groups, which could be interpreted as reduced inhibitory connectivity, this explanation does not account for findings by Shih et al. [2011] or similar results from other studies [Keehn et al., 2013b; Shen et al., 2012] , all of which detected overconnectivity in ASD groups between brain regions that showed positive BOLD correlations in TD control groups. The latter was also true for analyses yielding overconnectivity effects in the present study.
Divergent findings may relate to the ongoing debate about global signal regression [GSR; Fox et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2009] . Jones et al. [2010] first suggested that overconnectivity in ASD might be exclusively observed after GSR. In partial support, supplementary analyses in Rudie et al. [2012] show expansion of overconnectivity effects in ASD after GSR. However, while the shift in the distribution of correlations through GSR may surely have an effect on between-group comparisons, it is unlikely that overconnectivity findings can be explained in this way. Several studies reporting (partial) overconnectivity in ASD did not employ GSR [Keehn et al., 2013b; Monk et al., 2009; Noonan et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2012; Shih et al., 2010 Shih et al., , 2011 Welchew et al., 2005] . Since our precursor study [M€ uller et al., 2011] did not suggest any consistent effects of GSR, we did not implement GSR as a variable in the current study. Overconnectivity was found along numerous pipelines in three different datasets (Table II) , always in the absence of GSR. In addition to these empirical findings, methodological considerations also appear to speak against the use of GSR. With the implementation of nuisance regressors extracted from white matter and CSF, it is likely that some global signal fluctuations caused by signal instability or other global noise components can be statistically removed without GSR. Since the global signal probably includes true BOLD fluctuations across widespread brain networks [Sch€ olvinck et al., 2010] , additional use of GSR may therefore do more harm than good [Gotts et al., 2013; Saad et al., 2012] .
Type of Dataset
We also found a significant main effect for type of dataset. Whereas the VS dataset yielded predominantly overconnectivity effects even when task effects were regressed out as nuisance variables, the RSVP dataset yielded mostly underconnectivity effects. The most likely explanation relates to the domain of processing the two different tasks tapped into. Visual search has been referred to as an "island of sparing," with normal or even superior function in ASD [Keehn et al., 2013b; O'Riordan et al., 2001] . Conversely, behavioral performance on the RSVP task was reduced in ASD (compared to TD participants), suggesting that this task tapped into a subdomain of attention that is impaired in ASD [Allen and Courchesne, 2001; Keehn et al., 2013b] Our findings for VS are consistent with an often overlooked prediction of the underconnectivity theory by Just et al. [2004] that functional connectivity may actually be increased for domains of strength in ASD.
While performance differences between VS and RSVP would obviously affect co-activation results, as indeed observed, note that even intrinsic FC analyses were impacted by task domain since seeds were selected based on activation for the respective tasks. However, findings for a seed in LIFG suggest that dataset-specific differences were further affected by factors other than seed selection. Although predominance of overconnectivity (reflected in a negative UR) was found for all three datasets processed along the intrinsic whole brain FOV pipeline, its degree varied from robust (UR 20.75) for VS and RS to subtle (UR 5 20.13) for RSVP. In particular, differential results for VS and RSVP may suggest that even thorough measures to remove effects of task-related online processing (through multiple task regressors for each stimulus type and low bandpass filtering) were not entirely successful in isolating intrinsic non-task driven BOLD fluctuations [cf. Fair et al., 2007] . However, note that cohorts for the two studies differed (e.g., VS included ASD participants under 12 years of age), which may have also contributed to divergent results. The possibility of residual task effects confounding intrinsic fcMRI results may favor the use of RS, but caution is warranted. It is likely that individuals with ASD do not enter a typical self-referential "default mode" as readily during instructed "resting" as TD controls [Kennedy et al., 2006] . In fact, little is known about what cognitive states and types of mind wandering [Mason et al., 2007] people with ASD go through in the absence of a clearly defined task. Since the RS does not permit monitoring of cognitive processing through measures of task performance, potential confounds due to systematic differences in response between TD and ASD cohorts are hard to rule out definitively. As a general conclusion, the recommendation must be to implement both RS and task-regressed paradigms to identify consistency of intrinsic FC effects across datasets. The implementation of simple, but continuously engaging tasks, the effects of which may be more cleanly regressed out, could be advantageous.
Seed Selection
No significant effect was found for seed selection. However, this null finding may be attributed to the inclusion of only two task datasets in the study, which limited the number of pipeline comparisons. As discussed above, the two task datasets also differed heavily in the distribution of underconnectivity ratios (being shifted towards overconnectivity for VS, but underconnectivity for RSVP), which may have further reduced our ability to detect effects of seed selection. Note that inspection of individual analyses mostly showed differences in mean URs in the expected direction (higher for seeds based on TD activation than for those based on ASD activation), when co-activation analyses were considered. Our null finding therefore by no means indicates that careful avoidance of group bias in the selection of seeds would be irrelevant. On the contrary, such selection is of great importance specifically in co-activation analyses. However, compared to other methodological issues discussed above, seed selection bias has been avoided in many fcMRI studies of ASD and therefore does not constitute a major topic of debate.
Limitations
While we tested for between-group effects along a large number of analysis pipelines, numerous other methodological, demographic, and clinical variables might affect fcMRI findings in ASD. We focused on contrasting findings from co-activation and intrinsic fcMRI analyses. For pragmatic reasons (avoiding an unmanageable plethora of findings from even more pipelines), we combined task regression and low bandpass filtering, both of which serve the isolation of spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations, and were therefore unable to test for any differential effects of these variables. Our study resorted to datasets with sample sizes of c.20 per group, which were not available for other task domains. In view of the stark differences between VS and RSVP datasets, it is likely that inclusion of data from different task domains might have affected some of our findings. Note, however, that the direction of differences in findings between pipelines was overall consistent across datasets.
Our cohorts were limited to children and adolescents, leaving the possibility that fcMRI methods may affect adult ASD in different ways. However, this appears unlikely given that our literature meta-analysis [M€ uller et al., 2011] , which included many adult studies, yielded highly consistent results. Our ASD cohort was also limited to high-functioning participants, given the need for compliance with motion restraints. Very little is known about functional brain network organization at the lowfunctioning end of the autism spectrum.
CONCLUSIONS
Our findings support the hypothesis that different analytic approaches, which can be grossly distinguished as co-activation versus intrinsic fcMRI, have dramatic impact on group differences observed in comparisons between TD and ASD samples. In each dataset, results varied from strong underconnectivity to robust overconnectivity in ASD, depending on the type of analysis. Prevalent underconnectivity was exclusively found for co-activation analyses, whereas each intrinsic fcMRI analysis yielded overconnectivity or mixed findings. The overall frequency of robustly prevalent overconnectivity findings in 10 of 24 analyses suggests that the still common model of underconnectivity in ASD Minshew and Williams, 2007; Schipul et al., 2011; Vissers et al., 2012; Wass, 2011 ] may have to be revised. This was also supported by our findings for a seed and ROIs adopted from the original milestone study reporting underconnectivity in ASD by Just et al. [2004] , which instead showed mixed effects or strong overconnectivity, depending on dataset.
A more adequate model views fcMRI findings as a reflection of reduced network segregation and integration [Rudie et al., 2013] and of impaired local cortical differentiation in ASD, which may result from the interplay between early cortical and white matter overgrowth Weinstein et al., 2011; Wolff et al., 2012] and experience-driven plasticity in cortical network formation [Johnson, 2011] . Advances in our understanding of functional network organization in ASD and its links with symptomatology and cognitive and sensorimotor impairment will require careful implementation of methods, preferably in the use of multiple functional datasets and with the addition of anatomical and other imaging measures, such as diffusion tensor imaging or magnetoencephalography. Using a spatial metaphor, given the large number of often inconsistent "one-dimensional" reports on connectivity in ASD using a single imaging technique, it appears that only the parallel implementation of multiple imaging modalities and analysis techniques will allow to create views of connectivity from multiple angles and to form a "three-dimensional picture" that can truly and reliably inform a more comprehensive understanding of network organization in ASD.
